
Portrait of a Graduate
The KEYS to success in life!



PoG is about students using and growing skills 
that will help them succeed in all aspects of life!

What skills do you use 
everyday?

Across 
school 

subjects…

At home, in the 
community and with 

hobbies and interests….

In future careers, 
passions and 
relationships!





How will this work?

They learn about the 
skills including why 
they are important.

They apply the 
skills as they learn 

in their classes.

They reflect on HOW the 
skills helped them 

succeed and ways to 
continue growing.



Our skills of focus for the year

● Attribute: Critical and Creative 
Thinker
○ Skill: I support my claims with 

evidence
● Attribute: Communicator 

○ Skill: I plan to speak to a specific 
audience by selecting meaningful 
topics and language that engages 
others.



PoG-PoL:
Portrait of a Graduate 

Presentations of Learning

An opportunity for students to celebrate 
their growth in their own words!



Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCPH5XCE6UU


What does success
within PoG-PoL

look like?

“I grew, I can 
prove it, here’s 

why it matters!”

A focus on INDIVIDUAL GROWTH - 
NOT a benchmark!

Students celebrate their 
STRENGTHS!



How will this work? 

Students apply 
the skills as 

they learn in 
their classes

They reflect on their 
use of the skills, why 

they matter, and how 
they know they are 

improving

Share their growth 
with teachers and 
peers throughout 

the year



PoG-PoL IS:
A chance for students to:
● Share and celebrate their 

growth
● Tell their story in their 

words
● Discuss strengths and 

interests
● Build relationships with 

teachers and peers

● A replacement for 
other assessments

● A graded experience 
that will negatively 
impact them

It’s an opportunity for students to REFLECT on what they do 
(in and out of school) in order to celebrate their progress, 

consider future impacts, and plan for next steps for growth.

PoG-PoL Is NOT:



How can you help?
Ask questions that will encourage your 

student to talk more deeply about their day!

These will lead to more specific answers of 
what they REALLY did and HOW they did it!



Additional Resources

One Pager: What is POG?

POG on the FCPS public website

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBWJLKHlymUHtKE62EmNzZ7zFRC6Jf6V/view
https://www.fcps.edu/about-fcps/portrait-graduate/resources


Additional Resources (cont).

POG POL Infographic

What is POG POL? video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mm0cty5OXp0EkD1Vvu4KUooR_Cyu071K/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/g8eO5b5mQCU

